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Mar-Dustrial Sales, Inc. first opened its doors in 1947 as a family business that provided 
marine and industrial equipment to ships docked throughout the Pacific Northwest. Since 
its founding, those in the commercial shipping and fishing industries continue to choose 
Mar-Dustrial for our marine equipment and Falk gearbox parts, repairs and replacements. 

The benefits that attracted our marine customers also keep them loyal:

Well-stocked storage facilities: Mar-Dustrial promotes your success by keeping our facilities stocked 
with deck equipment, Falk gearboxes and other essentials.

Diverse inventory: After three decades of providing marine supplies, Mar-Dustrial collaborated with the 
Falk Corporation in 1976 to stock and distribute Falk gearboxes and parts. We offer the largest inventory 
of surplus parts in the industry, allowing us to fulfill almost any fluid sealing, coupling or Falk gear need. 
In the unlikely event that we don’t have what you need, our Falk gearbox specialists will gladly help you 
select the right replacement.  

Customer-focused services: When you have a question or require a repair or replacement, you don’t have 
to wait until normal business hours resume. Mar-Dustrial always has someone on-call to tend to your 
needs 24 hours a day, every day of the year. 

Minimal downtime: Spend less time in port when critical equipment fails. Repairs on power 
transmission equipment are inevitable. Boost your bottom line while cutting expenses and lengthy 
turnaround times with Mar-Dustrial’s power transmission equipment repair services. Our highly-trained, 
experienced mechanics and machinists work throughout the day and night at our authorized Falk 
RENEW facility to provide speedy services with turnarounds between 24 and 48 hours. 

Affordability: Restoring your speed reducer to like-new condition for a fraction of the cost of a new Falk 
speed gearbox is possible with our vast assortment of new and used parts. The repair estimates you 
receive compare the cost of using new and surplus parts so you can make the best choices for your 
operation and budget. 

Reliability: Our products and services are as reliable as they are affordable. Mar-Dustrial’s commitment 
to deliver top-of-the-line quality means each part—whether it’s new or used—is thoroughly cleaned and 
inspected. We spin-test rebuilt speed reducers to ensure they work like new and back them with a one-
year warranty. 

After more than 70 years of providing the marine industry with deck equipment and Falk gearboxes, we 
continue to look forward to serving you with great customer service and quality parts. Find out more about 
our inventory, prices and services by contacting Mar-Dustrial today.
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